
QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST  
AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD

REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR MATERIAL  
HANDLING PROCESS WITH THE POWER OF

VACUUM LIFTERS
BOOST EFFICIENCY, SAVE TIME & INCREASE SAFETY

SACK & DRUM LIFTING  
WITH THE VICTORY HOVER

The VICTORY HOVER is perfect for handling sacks, making it effortless to pick up and release 
sacks and take the hard work away from the operator. The sack lifter has the added ability to 
hover above a hopper until you are ready for it, or alternatively slit the sack open to release 
the product into the hopper below. Although the handling of sacks is the primary use of 
this workhorse there are plenty more applications it could be used for. With Musculoskeletal 
injuries out of control both in Australia and around the world the VICTORY HOVER is the perfect 
way to help reduce the occurrence of Musculoskeletal Disorders (MSDs) in the workplace. 

CARTON LIFTING WITH  
THE VICTORY SWIFT

The VICTORY SWIFT is the ideal solution for carton lifting when you need to quickly move 
lighter items at quicker speeds. Its single-handed operation and speedy movements make 
light work of pick and pack-type applications. Typical application is for handling of cartons or 
smaller items in a food, manufacturing, or logistics environment. We don’t want to lock this 
one into one particular area of handling as the applications for this lifter are endless including 
for goods that might not normally be able to be picked up with vacuum.

HANDLING MDF BOARDS  
WITH THE VICTORY ENDURANCE

The VICTORY ENDURANCE is the real hard worker of the range with capacities up to 
250kg, typically used for handling large timber or plastic sheet being loaded onto a CNC.  
The high-stacking version (HS) is perfect for reaching higher locations often stacking large 
cartons well above the operator’s head. Both versions of the VICTORY ENDURANCE have 
the added feature of a pivotable handle meaning less bending or reaching by the operator, 
something many other suppliers do not offer as standard.

The HOVER, SWIFT, & ENDURANCE lifters
all have various grippers available, come with a tube  
cover as standard and have an optional silencer box.
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MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS (MSD’S)
AVOID BECOMING A WORKPLACE INJURY STATISTIC:  

COSTLY MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS CAN BE PREVENTED  
WITH MINIMAL INVESTMENT

MOVE STEEL SHEET WITH  
THE VICTORY TITAN

The VICTORY TITAN for when the heavy sheet lifting needs to be done, with 
capacities from 300kg to 1000kg this one takes all the effort out of the task 
and makes the handling of steel sheets easy for a single operator. Steel sheets, 
laminated boards, or plastic sheets are just a few of the products that can  
be handled.

TILT POWER WITH 
VICTORY TITAN 90

The VICTORY TITAN 90 is similar to the TITAN lifter, the difference is the TITAN 
90 is powered by compressed air and can tilt up to 90°. With 600kg and 800kg 
capacities, the TITAN 90 can tackle the heaviest of jobs. While it can be used 
for just handling horizontally, it has the flexibility to tilt 90° when required. 
Benchtops are a great example of where this lifter can be used, allowing easy 
panel inspection before machining. 

FORKLIFT-MOUNTED  
VICTORY ROVER

The VICTORY ROVER forklift attached sheet lifter for when you need to take 
your product to be handled away from where a crane can operate. With all the 
features of the VICTORY TITAN lifters, this one is battery-powered allowing it to 
be attached to a forklift or crane. With capacities of 600kg and 800kg, this one 
is extremely flexible and still takes all the effort out of the task while making the 
handling of steel sheets easy for a single operator. 

The TITAN, TITAN 90, & ROVER models 
all come with parking stands as the standard for 
when the unit is not in use, the stand prevents the 
pads from resting on the floor.

QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST  
AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD


